DECKING RANGE

A REVOLUTION IN OUTDOOR FLOORING
As an alternative to natural wood decking, Deckz offers a solution that is environmentally
friendly, sustainable, and safe, but without the flaws and setbacks of natural wood
products. Made from a unique solid-composite grain technology, it is incredibly strong,
durable, and long lasting.
With no need to stain, paint, or treat, Deckz is low-maintenance. Plus, with a wide range
of finishes and designs, you’re sure to find the perfect complement to your outdoor haven.
Just select your desired finish, and this ready to install composite solution can be the final
touch to your ideal outdoor space.

WHAT IS DECKZ MADE OF?

WHY DECKZ IS DIFFERENT?

Deckz is a composite of 25 recycled, raw materials.
It has been meticulously designed to produce a durable,
sturdy, weather and stain-resistant product thats
helpful, not harmful, to the environment.

Designed in consultancy with working carpenters,
DECKZ is a workforce-friendly product, thats easy to
install and beautiful to the eye.

Each and every one of Deckz’ components has been
purposefully chosen. Its predominant material is
poplar tree wood fibres that have been grown in North
America, selected for their particularly hard-wearing
qualities and strength in extreme weather conditions.
Recycled, refined Polyethylene also makes up a large
part of the composition, helping to both reduce Deckz
carbon footprint, while also retaining and enhancing its
stability and resilience.
The remaining unique compounds have been selected
to help contribute to the hard-wearing, unyielding
nature of Deckz.

• I t arrives in two pre-cut lengths, for ease of
installation (3.6m and 4.8m).
• E
 very board is consistently made to the same
dimensions.
• P
 erfectly fitted to mount on 400mm joist centres;
the industry standard worldwide.
• Will not rot or warp like wood.
• 15 year warranty.

Reversible boards, that give
you the control to customise
the final look.

Deckz board can be sanded
While standard composite decking has a film-wrapped
veneer which, when damaged stays damaged, Deckz is solid
composite, meaning any scratches or damage can be sanded
down, restoring your boards to their original beauty.

Splinter-free,
slip-resistant
surface.

Stain-resistant
and easy to clean

ARTEM CEDAR

ARTEM DECKING
While every Artem board is identical in shape
and size, each one is designed to be elegantly
different.
Our 3D embossed range, Artem is made using advanced extrusion
technology. It incorporates multi-colour additions, randomised
grain textures, and colour patterns to create the most realistic
engineered effect. So, while each board is meticulously made to
the same size specification, no design is duplicated. Artem mimics
the beautiful random pattern of real wood pieces, without the flaws
and setbacks of using real wood pieces. Artem can even be lightly
sanded, meaning that if it is damaged or scratched over time, it can
be restored to that beautiful, natural, weathered effect.
Artem: A durable, natural, timeless aesthetic.

ARTEM CANADIAN RED PINE

ARTEM GREY

ARTEM DECKING

ARTEM DECKING

CROSS SECTION
150 x 25mm

BOARD PRICES

ARTEM

ARTEM

ARTEM

CEDAR

CANADIAN RED PINE

GREY

 .6 METRE
3
£32.97 inc VAT

4.8 METRE
£43.97 inc VAT

WOOD GRAIN SIDE
RIBBED SIDE

FORTIZ ASH

FORTIZ CHARCOAL

FORTIZ CHOCOLATE

FORTIZ GRAPHITE

FORTIZ DECKING
Beautiful, strong, durable. A robust composite
structure, and deep-grooved surface designs
makes Fortiz about strength and durability, while
still being an unmistakably sharp decking option.
Fortiz is hard-wearing, with sturdiness and durability at the core
of its design. Distinct, high-grip groove patterns on each side
of the boards guarantee stability, while also offering complete
control over the aesthetic, without compromise. These grooves are
uniquely developed in another way: when used with CLIPZ, Fortiz
boards create a perfect ridge pattern. Correctly fitted they line up
perfectly, with exact and precise spacing between each and every
board; a precise design making for a precise finish.
Fortiz: Strength and beauty in precision.

FORTIZ DECKING

CROSS SECTION
150 x 25mm

BOARD PRICES

FORTIZ

FORTIZ

FORTIZ

FORTIZ

ASH

CHARCOAL

CHOCOLATE

GRAPHITE

 .6 METRE
3
£20.97 inc VAT

FORTIZ DECKING

4.8 METRE
£27.97 inc VAT

WIDE GROOVE SIDE
NARROW GROOVE SIDE

MODERNO DECKING

MODERNO DECKING
BOARD PRICES
 .6 METRE
3
£34.97 inc VAT
4.8 METRE
£46.97 inc VAT

GROOVED SIDE

Moderno’s boards are designed wider than than any others in the Deckz range, reducing
both the time it takes to install and the amount of Clipz needed. Crafted with two greytone colours through each and every board, Moderno can be deeply sanded if required to
remove scratches and dents, or simply to adjust the aesthetic closer to the image you have
of your ideal space. While minimal is key in the way in which Moderno has been designed,
each board is reversible, offering two very different effects: smooth and marbled, or a bold,
high grip triple-grooved effect.

SMOOTHER SIDE

Less is more. Moderno offers sleek reflections of an urban
environment, all while retaining the natural beauty and
adaptability of wood.

Moderno: Bold, Urban design with a minimalist edge.

CROSS SECTION
200 x 25mm

MODERNO

DUO GREY

How many clips
will I need?

CLIPZ
Made in the UK from durable, 100% recycled
materials, they are purposefully designed to
fit perfectly and near-invisibly with all Deckz
decking.

BROWN

While Clipz are made to universal specifications, and can therefore
be used with other decking manufacturers, they have been
streamlined to work with Deckz in a specific way.
Each Deckz board has a 6mm groove along its side, into which Clipz
fit perfectly. The 6mm overhang also allow Clipz to be used to tie
edging boards in. So, not only do they hold the boards side-by-side,
but also at a 90’ angle too. Clipz are available in 3 colours (brown,
grey and black) so they can work seamlessly with whatever design
has caught your eye.

Typically, you will require
a clip on each joist,
the standard distance
for which is 400mm.
Therefore, you will need
roughly 10 Clipz per
3.6 metre board, or 13
per 4.8 metre board.

Slightly raised area
creates a snug fit into
the decking.

BLACK

18mm

43mm

GREY
12mm

Clipz are sold in packs of
100 and include screws.

£19.99 per pack
Colours may vary.
An exact match with your decking is not necessary.

6mm
overhang

DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
We have a trained, in-house design team ready to help you plan, and
execute your installation. The deck design plans we have available include
step-by-step instructions, which provide piece of mind for you and your
contractor. They enable you to communicate your exact vision for your space,
giving you more control in the process and outcome. Our plans and design
team will equip you or your contractor with the know-how to successfully
install Deckz.
Do you have a query about our product range, or would you like to arrange
a consultation?
Move one step closer to your perfect outdoor space, and contact us
on 0800 002 9887.

Colours may vary. We recommend requesting samples to ensure
you’re entirely happy before commiting to an order.
www.deckz.co

DECKZ.CO

